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The Westgate
28 Westgate, Halifax, HX1 1DJ

Why invest? • Go-to destination – The three-storey pub will be transformed into a stylish, artisan venue courtesy of a £345,000 
refurbishment. Works will include the addition of a drinking/dining zone (which will also double as a function space) and 
a new L-shaped bar servery behind an improved shop-front theatre window, which will grab the attention of passing 
footfall. A new kitchen on the first floor will be equipped with a hoist to serve the enhanced drinking/dining areas, while 
the toilets will also be treated to an overhaul.

• Maximising profits – Alongside the planned refurbishment, which will generate new income streams, a new 
SmartDispense system will be installed to maximise profitability. An ambitious licensee would be able to earn an 
estimated profit of £46,700, while also having a fully refurbished home in a great location in Halifax. 

Target 
customers

• Target customers are still all age groups. There are around 20,000 potential customers within a 10-minute radius, 
meaning that the potential to attract a significant number of new patrons is high. The pub will appeal more to 
females/families than in the past; particularly given that the revamped space will allow for increased daytime and early 
evening trade.

• However, the aim is predominantly to increase evening and night-time trade, with a focus on attracting the young 
professionals who are already frequenting the vibrant new ‘cultural quarter’.

• A broad mix of clubs, societies and community groups are also expected to use the space during the week.

Offer • Post-refurbishment it will be the “place to be”, but the Grade II-listed pub will retain its historical elements. A warm 
atmosphere and an eclectic mix of environments for the mixed customer base will broaden the number of social 
occasions to tap into.

• To complement the new offer, a superb range of well-kept premium lagers, beers and ciders will run alongside on-trend 
wine, whisky, gin, rum and tequila ranges. Artisan cocktails will also be a feature.

• Additionally, crowd-pleasing snacking/sharing food will be an important element. Think ribs, wings, dirty fries and quirky 
tapas.

• The ideal operator will be able to deliver these elements and have experience of driving a great calendar of events, such 
as pop-up music acts and drinks festivals. This will ensure that The Westgate becomes a go-to destination for locals and 
visitors alike.
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Visuals are for illustrative purposes only. Schemes may vary post completion.
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to reveal details of the proposed refurbishment.
Click on the

View Internal Moodboard
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Project: The Westgate

Location: 28 Westgate, Halifax HX1 1PW
Title: Primary Approval Document REV E
Date: Jan 2019
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to reveal details of the external refurbishment.
Click on the i
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This is a fantastic opportunity to take on a unique city 
centre venue that’s ready for refurbishment and growth.

An extensive refurbishment will significantly enhance the potential of the 
business, with revamped interiors and complementary food and drinks 
offerings creating a stylish go-to destination in Halifax’s new ‘cultural quarter’. 
We would like to see you bring your own ideas and flair to make the most of 
this great opportunity.

Interested? Call us today.

Call on 08085 94 95 96

Or follow the simple online application process at www.starpubs.co.uk

The Westgate, Halifax
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Schedule for The Westgate
Kitchen
A new trade kitchen will be installed on the first floor. 
Works will include the following:
• A food hoist will be installed, which will land on 

the ground floor bar service area.
• Specialist catering contractors will be brought in 

to handle the layout.
• 
Bar servery
A new L-shaped servery will be installed on the 
ground floor. Works will include the following:
• The new servery will have a hardwood top, with a 

tiled and panelled front.
• Three coolers will be added, as well as a glass 

rack above the bar.
• An illuminated uppercase featuring a free-pour 

tiered spirits display will be installed. There will 
also be a crates display for premium bottled 
beers/ciders and wines.

• A coffee machine will be installed.
• The food hoist from the first-floor kitchen will be 

incorporated into the backfitting.
• 
Bar/dining areas
Works to the bar/dining areas will include the 
following:
• Full height bi-folding windows will be added at 

the front of the bar zone, in order to maximise 
vision into the venue and enhance kerb appeal.

• An eclectic mix of quirky details with poseur height 
and dining height furniture will create an intimate 
drinking and dining offer throughout the zones.

 
Lessee accommodation
The lessee accommodation will allow for three 
bedrooms, a lounge, a kitchen and a bathroom on 
the first and second floors. Under our ‘Ready to Trade’ 
promise we will redecorate and refurbish the living 
accommodation so you can concentrate on running 
the business. Specific changes to the current layout 
will be:
• The new domestic kitchen will be reduced in size, 

due to the location of the new trade kitchen. 
• The lounge will be relocated to a former 

bedroom area on the first floor.

Cellar
Works to the cellar will include the following:
• A new SmartDispense system will be installed, 

including new python routes.
• General repairs/compliance works.
• 
Toilets
Both the men’s and women’s toilets will be fully 
refurbished. Works will include the following: 
• New fixtures, fittings and finishes will be added. 
• Timber panelling and glazed wall tiles will 

complement new lighting and new patterned 
tiled flooring.

• 
Outside area
Works to the outside area will include the following:
• The windows to the front right side are to be 

dropped down below sill level and replaced with 
bi-folding windows. The new and existing windows 
and sills are to be painted on both elevations.

• The impressive timber shop front to this elevation 
is to be retained and repainted. 

• The existing floodlights are in good condition 
and will be retained.

• 
Signage and lighting
A new signage and lighting scheme will be provided. 
Works will include the following:
• Illuminated individual letters to both elevations 

and a pictorial hanging sign over the front.
• The black lanterns over the entrances will be 

branded, and two new amenity boards will be 
introduced.

• Two retractable awnings with sign-written 
displays will be added.

• The existing linolites and lanterns will be 
refurbished.
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